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Abstract—The potential of multi-degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) local magnetic actuation (LMA) has been established in recent years for dexterous minimally invasive surgical manipulations. Nonetheless, having multiple magnetic based units, one for each DOF, within a close vicinity to each other leads to magnetic field interaction among the magnetic sources, hence resulting in a disturbance to a given LMA unit. It is further realised that the disturbance is a result of actuation effort by the neighbouring magnetic sources forming the LMA units, and that the actuation command to all LMA units is a known information to the controller. Therefore, partial information of the disturbance is known and can be exploited in a disturbance rejection strategy. In this paper, this disturbance is modelled and used to augment a simplified model of the systems dynamics of the LMA-based surgical manipulators. The internal model principle (IMP) strategy is selected in which an observer is designed to estimate the disturbance to be rejected. Numerical simulation as well as experimental validation were performed to validate the efficacy of the IMP. The results serve to remove a significant technical hurdle in bringing the new emerging technique of Local Magnetic Actuation into practical reality for abdominal surgeries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the use of magnetic devices has gained popularity across minimally invasive surgical (MIS) procedures for the abdominal cavity with the state-of-the-art reviewed in [1]. Concepts such as magnetic couplings have been utilised to anchor surgical devices onto the inside of the abdominal wall to the external magnets in abdominal surgeries. The key advantage of this approach is the removal of the rigid mechanical links from the outside into the abdominal cavity to support or manoeuvre surgical tools, which when used appropriately, has the potential of providing surgeons with more flexibility for the surgical manipulation.

Magnets have been successfully used to guide surgical devices to desired positions around the abdominal cavity through manual manipulation, such as in the Magnetic Anchoring and Guidance Systems (MAGS) [2], [3]. It has also been successfully utilised to directly manipulate objects within the body, such as shown in Octomag [4], [5], [6], [7], or to operate robotic manipulators mounted on a MAGS platform. The latter category allows a robotic manipulator to be mounted on a platform anchored to the inside of the abdominal wall, where the robotic manipulator can be motion-controlled, thus further improving and extending the mobility and dexterity available to the surgeons. Such manipulators can be realised through DC motors [8], [9]. Nonetheless, the miniaturised DC motors are limited in mechanical power due to the size limitation involved in this application [see Table III in [10]], thus is not scalable to generate sufficient force and speed required for various surgical tasks (see Table I).

Local Magnetic Actuation (LMA) [16] removes the need for a rigid link transmission to the internal surgical device (thus increasing mobility of the device within the abdominal cavity) while allowing the scalable actuation components to remain external, thus less affected by the size constraint. It utilises an external source of magnetic field to rotate an internal rotor located immediately on the other side of the abdominal wall,
which is used to actuate the robotic manipulator inside of the abdominal cavity (see Figure 1). Multiple rotors (thus multiple degrees of freedom (DOFs)) systems have been demonstrated to be feasible for surgical manipulation capability inside the abdominal cavity through an in vivo animal setting [17].

A realistic surgical robotic task would require multi-DOF manipulation. Each degree of actuation in the LMA concept involves the use of one powered external platform that generates a rotating magnetic field that interacts with an internal permanent magnet rotor. This means multiple sets (N sets) of the LMA units are required to realise an N-DOF surgical robot within the abdominal cavity.

It should be noted that there is only a limited amount of abdominal wall surface for the N sets of LMA units to be mounted. Thus the LMA units need to be arranged close to each other. The proximity to other LMA units mean that the magnetic field generated by a nearby LMA unit will interfere with the magnetic field actuating the rotor of a given LMA unit, resulting in a disturbance to the performance of the given LMA unit [18] (See Figure 1). Hence, to achieve a motion control performance of the surgical robotic manipulator within the available space constraint in the face of the disturbances, an effective means of disturbance rejection is required.

In this setting, the magnetic field disturbance on a given rotor is a result of the actuation command to the neighbouring rotors, which is a known information to the controller. How it propagates, attenuates and finally interacts with neighbouring rotors is however dependent on the external factors. In this case, partial information about the disturbance, such as the frequency of the disturbance signal, is available and thus exploited in this paper through the use of Internal Model Principle (IMP) to construct an effective disturbance rejection strategy [20], [21].

In the author’s previous work, linear controllers such as the standard Proportional Integral (PI) implemented through a Field Oriented Control (FOC) was investigated [10], [22] for a single LMA unit. This work is extended in this paper to consider the case of multiple LMA units in simultaneous operation, thus introducing the systematic disturbance caused by the actuating signals of the neighbouring magnetic sources in this magnetic based surgical robotic system. This disturbance is demonstrated in this paper to be significant, even when a PI controller is in place. The partial information elaborated above is therefore exploited to incorporate an IMP based controller with the original PI controllers. The IMP based controller estimates the state of disturbance model and rejects the disturbances. The approach is implemented numerically and validated experimentally on an LMA system with two (neighbouring) LMA units, without any loss of generality in the applicability of the outcomes.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section II describes the model of LMA implementing the FOC strategy and the construction of the disturbance model. This disturbance model is then augmented with the model of the system for the implementation of IMP and the design by using observer for disturbance rejection in Section III. The simulation as well as the experimental setup and methodology are described in Section IV. The results and validation of IMP are presented and discussed in Section V.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF LEMA SYSTEM

Electromagnets, as opposed to rotating permanent magnets [16], are utilised in this paper for their ease in generating the arbitrary actuation magnetic field required by the control law. To denote the electromagnet version of LMA, the term LEMA (Local ElectroMagnetic Actuation) is used in this paper. The schematic diagram of the two-DOF LEMA configuration is shown in Figure 2. It illustrates two sets of LEMA systems (i.e. stators-rotor sets) that are placed in a close vicinity with a distance of $D_v$. Each stator set consist of two (external) stators which drive one internal rotors that is located at a distance $D_R$ away, simulating the average thickness of the abdominal wall. When a stator set is actuated to drive its corresponding rotor, the resulting magnetic field also affect rotors from the neighbouring set(s) of LEMA units. This magnetic interference generates disturbances onto the rotors, affecting their angular velocity. The disturbances can be treated as input disturbances. It is well-known that if some information of the input disturbances is available, it is possible to use internal model principle (IMP) based control design method to eliminate the effect of the input disturbances, which is investigated in this paper.

In this study, the model of the multi-DOF LEMA system presented in [18] is utilized. For the LEMA system $i$, its rotors are labeled as $R_i$. Each $R_i$ is actuated by two stator coils, denoted as $S_{ij}$, where $j = \{1,2\}$, respectively.
Fig. 3. Block diagram of the FOC method implemented through PI controllers for currents (inner loop) and angular velocity (outer loop) controls of the rotor $R_1$ [22]. The inner loop that regulates current $i_q$ connected to the outer loop is depicted in red.

A. Modelling of LEMA with FOC

Field-Oriented Control (FOC) has been widely implemented in permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) [23], [24]. The effectiveness of FOC has been demonstrated on the LEMA system [10], [22]. Another technique, the Sensorless Scalar Control (SSC), which is an open-loop strategy, has also been investigated in the past. A direct comparison between SSC and FOC for the LEMA application had found FOC to be superior in providing maximum transmittable torque, resulting in better steady-state performance and lower possibility of stall with the presence of closed-loop feedback [10].

The basic concept of FOC is to transform the sinusoidal currents of each stator in the system into a direct (d) - quadrature (q) frame which rotates together with the magnetic flux on the permanent magnet rotor. This transformation is useful as it is challenging for controllers to track time-varying sinusoidal signals in high speed [25]. In the d-q coordinate, the sinusoidal stator currents are converted to constant currents and can be controlled directly without any dependency on the rotor position. The control signals are then converted back to the original frame to drive the stators. The block diagram of the FOC implemented with a PI controller is as shown in Figure 3.

The FOC is implemented with an outer loop and an inner loop. The outer loop regulates the angular velocity while the inner loops regulate the currents $i_q$ and $i_d$ of the stators in the d-q frame, and provides the reference to the inner loop regulating $i_q$. The inner loop regulating $i_d$ has a reference of zero, hence is independent of the outer loop. The control objective of the LEMA system is therefore to drive the output angular velocity to the reference ($\omega_{ref}$). In order to simplify the analysis and design for disturbance rejection, the following assumption is made.

Assumption 1: By tuning parameters of PI controllers in the inner loop and outer loop appropriately, the inner loop in each LEMA unit responds much faster than its outer loop such that the inner loop is stable.

Remark 1: By using Singular Perturbation technique [26], the stability of the overall LEMA system, which consists of an inner loop, an outer loop and the controller, will be obtained by using the stability properties of the simplified system, in which the inner loop is ignored. In order words, the inner loop dynamics can be treated as a constant. Hence the controller is designed for the simplified system to ensure the stability of the overall system, as stated in Remarks 2 and 3.

With the settings explained above, as Assumption 1 holds, a simplified system of the $i_q$ LEMA system is thus obtained. This simplified system ignores the dynamics of the faster inner loop, leading to a simpler model that can be used for IMP design in the next Section. The simplified system can be represented as a first-order system, applicable to each rotor $R_i$:

$$\dot{\omega} = -\frac{b}{J}\omega + \frac{\psi_R}{J}i_{qref},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $J$ and $b$ denote the total moment of inertia and the friction coefficient of the rotor $R_i$ respectively, $\psi_R$ is the magnetic flux at rotor $R_i$, $i_{qref}$ is the reference $i_q$ current to the inner loop and $\omega$ is the angular velocity of rotor $R_i$.

This model is a linear-time-invariant system ($A,B,C$) and can be represented in the state space form:

$$\dot{x} = Ax + Bu$$

$$y = Cx$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where state $x = \omega$ and the system input, $u = i_{qref}$, and with the following matrices:

$$A = -\frac{b}{J}, \quad B = \frac{\psi_R}{J}, \quad C = 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In order to track the set-point, an integral action is incorporated, by introducing a new state $x_{int}$, which is an integral of the tracking error:

$$x_{int}(t) = \int_0^t e(\tau)d\tau,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $e = r - y$. Here $r$ is the reference velocity, $\omega_{ref}$ and $C$ is defined in (3). By introducing Equation (4), the regulation problem becomes a stabilization problem. The augmented system is therefore:

$$\begin{bmatrix} \dot{x} \\ \dot{x}_{int} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} A & 0 \\ -C & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x \\ x_{int} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} B \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} u + \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} r.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Let $x_I = [x \hspace{0.2cm} x_{int}]^T$, Equation (5) can be re-written as

$$x_I = A_I x_I + B_I u + C_I r.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

With the PI structure in the outer loop, the control command signal will take the following form

$$u(t) = K_p \cdot e(t) + K_I \int_0^t e(\tau)d\tau = Kx_I + Kpr.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $K = [-K_p, K_I]$.

B. Disturbance Model with Experimentally Identified Parameter

The magnetic field contributed by the neighbouring LEMA unit, (or in this study, Unit 2) results in a magnetic interference to the LEMA system (LEMA unit 1). This magnetic interference indirectly affects the angular velocity of rotor $R_1$, hence the performance of the system.

The magnetic interference results in an input disturbance to the corresponding speed response on $R_1$. It is essential to
know the frequency components of this disturbance signal in order to reject the disturbance. The frequency components of this disturbance can be determined by performing Fast Fourier transform (FFT) onto the speed response on $R_1$ with the second LEMA unit switched on.

Fig. 4. Speed response for rotor, $R_1$ before and after LEMA unit 2 is switched on, i.e. Case 1 and Case 2 respectively. In Case 1, only LEMA unit 1 is on with reference speed of 80 rad/s and in Case 2, LEMA unit 2, which has a reference speed of 100 rad/s, is switched on.

To observe the effect of the disturbance, two sets of LEMA units are set up in experiments, where rotor $R_1$ is regulated (by a PI controller) to rotate at $\omega_{ref1}$ of 80 rad/s (Figure 4, Case 1). The second (neighbouring) LEMA unit (Unit 2) is then activated, regulated to rotate at 100 rad/s (Figure 4, Case 2). The frequency components of the speed for rotor $R_1$ for Cases 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The labels of Case 1 and Case 2 are consistent with that defined later in Section IV (Simulation and Experiments).

In Figure 5, the frequency components of the speed response in Case 1 can be seen at 80 rad/s alongside another component at 160 rad/s, which is due to the harmonics of the multi-DOF LEMA system that was not captured in the linearised model used in this paper. However, the effect is minimal compared to that generated by the disturbance signal due to Unit 2 (seen in Case 2, Figure 6), with the dominant frequency at 20 rad/s (the difference between the 100 rad/s disturbance signal and the 80 rad/s reference signal).

From the results above, a model of the disturbance is defined with the following form:

$$
\begin{align*}
    d(t) &= A_d \sin(\omega_d t + \phi), \\
    \dot{d}(t) &= -A_d \omega_d^2 \sin(\omega_d t + \phi) \\
    &\quad - A_d \omega_d^2 \dot{d}(t). 
\end{align*}
$$

(8)

where only the disturbance frequency $\omega_d$ is known. In state-space representation, the disturbance is modelled as:

$$
\begin{align*}
    \dot{x}_d &= A_d x_d, \\
    d &= C_d x_d. 
\end{align*}
$$

(9)

where the disturbance state is $x_d = [d(t) \ \dot{d}(t)]^T$ and the matrices are defined as follows

$$
A_d = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ -\omega_d^2 & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \\
C_d = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}.
$$

(10)

III. INTERNAL MODEL PRINCIPLE

IMP uses the both the disturbance (Eq. 9) and the system (Eq. 6) models to reject disturbances [20], [21]. In particular, when input disturbances are considered, the state space model of the system takes into account the disturbance, $d$ such that

$$
\dot{x}_f = A_f x_f + B_f (u + d) + C_f r.
$$

(11)

With the disturbance model (Eq. 9) augmented in Eq. 11, it has the form of...
The disturbance of the neighbouring stator set on the primary rotor $R_1$ and the proposed disturbance rejection algorithm are initially validated numerically on Matlab Simulink. The resulting algorithm is also experimentally validated on an experiment platform constructed with two neighbouring LEMA units (LEMA Unit 1 and LEMA Unit 2), each unit consisting of two stator coils and a rotor. In this study, the units are placed as close as possible to one another, to create a worse case scenario of magnetic field interference.

Three cases of operation are investigated both numerically and experimentally:

1) Case 1: Field Oriented Control with PI controller (FOC-PI) implemented on LEMA Unit 1, while LEMA Unit 2 is not-operational. It represents the case of conventional control without disturbance, carried out as an initial benchmark.

2) Case 2: Field Oriented Control with PI controller (FOC-PI) implemented on LEMA Unit 1 and 2. The performance of LEMA Unit 1 is presented with the effect of having LEMA Unit 2 operating (as a source of disturbance) in its vicinity. This represents the case of conventional control with disturbance.

3) Case 3: Field Oriented Control with PI controller and IMP (FOC-PI-IMP), implemented on LEMA Unit 1, with LEMA Unit 2 in operation, treated as a source of disturbance. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the IMP in rejecting the present disturbance.

### IV. Simulation and Experiments

#### A. Simulation

The system model, augmented with disturbance, as well as the proposed disturbance rejection algorithm are implemented numerically on Matlab Simulink. The state space model are represented numerically based on the parameters reported in [18] reproduced in the table below, with $M_i$ and $\mu_i$, utilised in numerically determining $\psi_R$ in the simulation [28]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistance ($R_2$)</td>
<td>0.8 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance ($L_2$)</td>
<td>5.8 $mH$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction Coefficient ($b_i$)</td>
<td>$3.9 \times 10^{-6}$ $Nms$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Moment of Inertia ($J_i$)</td>
<td>$6 \times 10^{-7}$ $kgm^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative permeability of core ($\mu_i$)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetization ($M_i$)</td>
<td>$4.45 \times 10^{5}$ $A/m$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the numerical simulation, LEMA Unit 1 is set to operate at 3 different reference angular velocities of 40, 60 and 80 rad/s. LEMA unit 2, which in this study serves to provide disturbance to Unit 1, is set to operate with a sinusoidal angular velocities of 100 rad/s. The disturbance frequency $\omega_d$ is identified using frequency analysis to form the disturbance model (Eq. 9) which is augmented with the IMP model (Eq. 10).
Fig. 8. The labeling of LMA Units 1 and 2 is consistent to Figure 1 to allow context. The experimental setup consist of 2 LMA units, each unit implemented using 2 electromagnetic stators (external) and one rotor (internal). The external and internal components are separated by a deformable foam representing the abdominal wall, supported by a 3mm thick perspex.

Fig. 9. A zoomed-out view of the experimental setup in Figure 8. The black deformable foam had been removed to allow easier viewing.

11). This is then utilized for obtaining the gains to the observer to estimate the disturbance to the system (Eq. 13).

The three cases (Case 1, 2, and 3) as presented in Section IV are simulated. The result is presented in Section V.

B. Experimental Setup and Procedures

Similarly, in the experimental setup, two sets of stator pairs are employed to represent a multi-DOF LEMA system, as described in the schematics shown in Fig 2. The stator coils are of 250 turns of 1.32mm copper windings. The stator coils have an outer diameter of approximately 65mm, and when placed at the closest distance together to simulate the worse case scenario for the IMP implementation, the centre of two coils would give an approximate distance of 65mm. A cylindrical Neodymium N42 permanent magnet (with dimensions 9.5 mm in diameter and length) is used as the primary rotor, $R_1$ and is positioned at 30mm right below stator set 1. This distance between the stators and rotor $R_1$ is selected to simulate the average thickness of abdominal wall tissue in an average built patient. A physical barrier in the form of a sheet of deformable foam supported by a (3mm) sheet of perspex separates the stator coils and the rotor, representing the abdominal wall (see Figure 8). In terms of the magnetic properties, the relative permeability of the perspex piece and the sheet of foam (selected for the experimental rig) as well as the actual abdominal wall tissue are all close to that of air, thus none of them have any significant impact to the magnetic based LMA system. The thin piece of perspex is used to support the deformable foam, where in a real surgical simulation, the abdominal wall will be able to hold its shape due to insufflation. Furthermore, the stator coils in a surgical setting is also expected to be supported by a platform mounted to an external post or frame, potentially through a rigid by movable arm, thus the weight of the external unit is not resting on the abdominal wall.

External and internal permanent magnets were used to anchor the internal unit to the abdominal wall. NI myRio system is used as an interface with two Sabertooth $2 \times 12$ motor drivers for dual channel supplies to the stator units. The experiment is run with a sampling period of 1000Hz. The experimental setup is shown in Figures 8 and 9.

The same reference angular velocities of 40, 60 and 80 rad/s as in the numerical simulation are implemented experimentally over Case 1, 2 and 3. The same observer gains as those used in the respective setting in the numerical simulation also apply to the experimental operation.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results of the numerical and experimental studies are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Three sets of rotor velocities are shown: 40, 60 and 80 rad/s, on Figures 10 and 11, labelled (a), (b) and (c), respectively. Case 1, 2, and 3 for each velocity setting are marked over the x-axis.

From Figure 10, the numerical results show that for the different range of rotor velocities, FOC-PI (Case 1) performs well in the absence of disturbance, but not capable of suppressing the disturbance from LEMA Unit 2 (Case 2). Note that Figure 10 (a), (b) and (c) demonstrate different $\omega_d$ in the disturbance, where $\omega_d = 60, 40$ and 20 rad/s, respectively. Case 3 in Figure 10 (a), (b), (c) demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed FOC-PI-IMP controller in rejecting disturbance in the numerical setting.

Figure 11 demonstrates a very comparable result to that shown by the numerical study. More noise can be observed overall, as expected in a physical implementation. However, the trends remain the same. Case 1 showed an effective FOC-PI for the case of no-disturbance. Case 2 demonstrates the effect of the disturbance on the conventional FOC-PI controller when LEMA unit 2 is activated. Case 3 validates the effectiveness of FOC-PI-IMP in rejecting the disturbance produced by the actuation of Unit 2.

To provide a comparison on the frequency components of the rotor speed response in Case 3 with those in Case 1 and Case 2 to demonstrate the efficacy of the IMP controller, frequency analysis is then performed on the speed response of $R_1$ with the reference speed of 80 rad/s (see Figs. 5 and 6). As shown in Figure 12, the dominant frequency of the disturbance due to LEMA unit 2 has been eliminated. This demonstrates that the implementation of IMP has successfully rejected the disturbance onto rotor $R_1$. 
Each case of the experiment was performed five times to demonstrate performance repeatability and to obtain stochastic information. Table III summarises the performance of the FOC-PI-IMP strategy for all five sets of the experimental data. The resulting performance was shown to produce an error of no more than 1 rad/s accounting for 91% of disturbance rejection in the cases across all the experiments. This also verifies that the observer designed estimates the disturbance reasonably well based on the model of the system and the partially known disturbance.

In this study, only cases where the rotors are aligned with the corresponding stator sets are considered as the effect of rotor misalignment with respect to the stator set has been thoroughly studied in [10]. It was found that the tolerance for the displacement errors due to the misalignment is sufficiently large such that the system is insensitive to the misalignment as long as it is within a distance bounded by the radius of the stator coils. The radius of the stator coils used in this study is 32.5mm, thus providing a large margin for the misalignment.

In practice, the misalignment of the rotors have been found to be bounded within ±20mm. The use of multiple (at least 2) magnetic anchoring points also allows the internal unit to be well positioned relative to the corresponding external unit.

VI. CONCLUSION

The Internal Model Principle (IMP) was utilised in this study to reject the systematic disturbance caused by the stray

Fig. 12. Frequency component of the speed response in Case 3 (where IMP is implemented in the presence of disturbance), showing the absence of the dominant frequency of the disturbance present in Case 2. Reference $R_1$ speed is 80 rad/s, while speed of $R_2$ (serving as the disturbance) was 100 rad/s.
magnetic linkage actuating a neighbouring LEMA unit. With the partial information of the disturbance, i.e. the disturbance frequency, a disturbance model can be formed to augment with the system model for IMP implementation on the conventional controller. With the availability of these models, appropriate controller and observer were designed to reject disturbances and to track the reference velocity intended for the rotor.

The strategy was demonstrated to be effective with successful disturbance suppression. The outcome can be extended to multiple (more than 2) DOF LMA systems without loss of generality. Future work will include the dynamics of the manipulator into the control consideration.
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### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference speed</th>
<th>FOC-PI (LEMA unit 1)</th>
<th>FOC-PI (LEMA units 1 &amp; 2)</th>
<th>FOC-PI-IMP (LEMA units 1 &amp; 2)</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$w_{ref}$ (rad/s)</td>
<td>Steady-state amplitude, $e_1$ (rad/s)</td>
<td>$e_2$ (rad/s)</td>
<td>$e_3$ (rad/s)</td>
<td>Improvement (ave%) $\frac{e_2-e_3}{e_2} \times 100%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td>90.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>91.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>91.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>